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The non-stadium events continue to grow in popularity – across club and/non club races.   One wonders if the 

competition from other “providers” will dilute fields.  It has not noticeably happened yet but one cannot rule it 

out. 

We have taken the decision that we are pretty much at saturation in terms of events and in some cases have 

run events in “partnership” with other running groups e.g. The Church to Church run, The Cliff path Series. This 

maintains a presence within the running community that extends wider than club events and takes the burden 

of organisational resources.  Nonetheless a county level(in officiating terms) event every 2 to 3 weeks does 

stretch resources.  

In terms of numbers our 2016/17 FNB Cross Country series had slightly higher field sizes than 2015/16 

(approximately 110 per race & 50 children).   Following that “Flying Boat” offered additional sponsorship that 

allowed a Junior XC Champs one-off race. 

Road Race field sizes have gradually crept up with good fields in the Chertsey House road series and other 

events. The Chertsey 10 Mile event had 100 starters(2016+30%), The Liberation Day event 185(2016+ 80%).  

Milk Run 550(2016 +10%) .  We have taken the view that our differentiating point over other Guernsey held 

events is that Gsy AC events are fully runbritain licenced, thus ensuring validity for national ranking– this and 

increased  participation adds to the workload. A wider team of organisers (Warwick Helps, Louise Perrio, Chris 

Gillman, Jim De Garis and others) are now involved which makes these events more sustainable – but we are a 

bit exposed with only a handful of people being fully qualified to officiate to runbritain level. This expectation 

amongst “customers” is that results are available within hours and this also adds to a heavy workload on a few 

key people. 

At the Representative level it was a good year (we’ll use Oct 2016-Oct 31st 2017 as the “season”), the FNB 

Sponsorship has provided impetus to field larger teams in the Hants Cross Country(55+), Eastleigh 10k(15) off 

the track and August’s Stetford BMC Grand Prix & 10,000m (6) on the track. 

Team size aside Results at County XC level were on a par with previous years with a splattering of team & 

individual medals across and 9 athletes being invited to represent Hampshire at County Level in March’ s Inter-

Counties. 

On the track it was good to see the large wave of ‘U13/15’ athletes in 2012 emerged largely intact through to 

U20 & seniors ranks with several being selected for their Universities to BUCs level and/or Island games teams.    

Several of this group had also dropped down distances and also proved successful at those shorter events. The 

club owes thanks to coaches such as Alan Rowe and JP Bisson for their continued work in their roles to bring 

these athletes through, to Alun Williams and Matt Mason who have moved into working with (mainly) U13s 

and to Lee Merrien, Chris O’Neill and Sandie Bohin for their work with the seniors.     

Nick Marley’s excellent work across all events with u11s means that we continue to have a range of youngsters 

who view endurance running as a viable option alongside more power-based pursuits.  

Whether measured by medals or Top 8 placings our Island Games Endurance runners had one of their better 

games and accounted for approximately half of the Guernsey Athletics Team’s medal count.  Upcoming though 

we have key athletes nearing the end of their careers and to maintain presence at this level we will hope they 

either maintaining those careers[…even further…] or hope to supplement them with the next tranche – which 

may come from our younger ranks…or feed in from older athletes through our domestic race program. 

  

Paul Ingrouille, Endurance Director. 


